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Nuix creates innovative software that empowers organizations to simply and quickly find the 
truth from any data in a digital world. All Nuix offerings to the enterprise can be packaged in 
a contracted repeatable and scheduled methodology. 

HaystackID’s nPower O365 and Cloud Migration Services

Empowered by Nuix technology, HaystackID provides a comprehensive evaluation of the 
current data environment and migration goals to create a detailed collection plan, data clean-
up indexing and pre-migration management, platform licensing consulting and configuration, 
deployment strategy, system launch, and custom workflows. Features and benefits include:

• Bypass the legacy archive’s API, avoiding issues with corrupt databases  
and indexes

• Migrate terabytes of data per day

• Analyze and categorize messages before migration and only migrate what  
you need

• Automatically convert journal archives to mailbox archives and email files  
or databases from one format to another in a single step

• Use Microsoft’s Windows Azure platform to work around slow internet  
connections

nPower® Corporate Compliance Solutions
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nPower Enterprise Investigation

Provide a comprehensive evaluation of the client’s current enterprise investigation environment 

to create a detailed investigation plan including platform licensing and configuration, 
deployment strategy, system launch, and custom workflows. Features and benefits include:

• Accelerate investigation timelines and quickly cull data to compare past and  
present findings, drastically reducing the time it takes to uncover hidden insights 
and relationships

• Easily see all your data, rapidly establish connections between artifacts, and  
leverage visualizations to resolve cases faster, reduce false positives, and prevent 
undesired events

• Maximize existing investments by bringing data from your arsenal of forensic  
tools together into one platform that integrates with existing tools and 
seamlessly allows you to collaborate with other analysts and stakeholders

• Let automation do the hard work of finding related information, freeing up your  
time to concentrate on strategic tasks and reduce the queue

• Use secure collaboration to share information, tactics, and tools and help new  
members of the team get up to speed faster

nPower Enterprise Collection

Provide a comprehensive evaluation of the client’s current enterprise collection environment 

to create a detailed collection plan including platform licensing and configuration, deployment 
strategy, system launch, and custom workflows. Features and benefits include:

• Create a repeatable and defensible collection process that non-technical  
personnel are able perform

• Create forensically defensible and strongly encrypted evidence files and preserve  
the chain of custody

• Perform targeted collections of information from a wide variety of sources  
including laptops, desktops, enterprise file shares, document management 
systems, O365 and a number of other standard and custom data sources

• Target, preserve, and/or collect active files based on metadata such as document  
owner, creation date, modification date, and file type

• Automate complicated collections and rapidly survey any quantity  
of electronically stored information
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nPower Enterprise Data Remediation

Provide a comprehensive evaluation of the client’s current targeted enterprise data 

environment to create a detailed remediation plan including platform licensing and 

configuration, deployment strategy, system launch, and custom workflows. Features and 
benefits include:

• Create a repeatable and defensible data remediation process

• Index large archive repositories in place rapidly and bypass old broken indexes  
and servers to eliminate archive system bottlenecks

• Visualize the contents of your data using categories such as age, size, file type,  
and more

• Make informed decisions about your excess data

• Eliminate duplicate, outdated, and trivial data and identify high value information

• Index terabytes of data per day

• Achieve significant savings and greatly reduce data risk

nPower Archive Management and Migration

Provide a comprehensive evaluation of the client’s current archive environment to create 

a detailed management or migration plan including platform licensing and configuration, 
deployment strategy, system launch, and custom workflows. Features and benefits include:

• Conduct powerful searches into the data trapped inside your archives without  
the need to use clumsy archive search tools

• Index large archive repositories in place rapidly and bypass old broken indexes  
and servers to eliminate archive system bottlenecks

• Visualize the contents of your data using categories such as age, size, file type,  
and more

• Make informed decisions about your email archive data

• Eliminate duplicate, outdated, and trivial data and prioritize high-value data  
in migration processes

• Extract data rapidly from email archives
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Contact us today to learn how HaystackID’s Enterprise Managed Solutions nPower Program 

can help you manage your enterprise legal data and operational initiatives.

Learn More. Today.

HaystackID is a specialized eDiscovery services firm that helps corporations and law firms 
find, understand, and learn from data when facing complex, data-intensive investigations and 
litigation. HaystackID mobilizes industry-leading computer forensics, eDiscovery, and attorney 
document review experts to serve more than 500 of the world’s leading corporations and law 
firms from North America and Europe. Serving nearly half of the Fortune 100, HaystackID is 
an alternative legal services provider that combines expertise and technical excellence with a 
culture of white glove customer service. For more information about its suite of services, go 
to HaystackID.com.

About HaystackID

https://haystackid.com/contact-us/
https://haystackid.com/contact-us/

